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Abstract 
Sequence merger for digital storytelling provides a framework for a better analysis 
and understanding over sets of documents, known as fragments. These fragments 
may seem not to be having any link to each other at first, but if we could say based 
on a pervious knowledge that they are in the same context and may be merged to 
form a bigger and more informative document, known as the whole story, our pro-
posed Sequence Merger tries to accomplish this task. Sequence Merger makes it pos-
sible by scan and analysis of the input fragments and utilizing APIs provided by var-
ious NLP libraries to form a whole story from those. 
As an example of cases in which our proposed sequence merger could make a differ-
ent, we can think of multiple incomplete reports regarding an event, which need to be 
unified into a single consistent story. A book that its pages are torn apart or missing 
is another example where a tool that merges the existing pages into a single story 
could make things better. 
I give an introduction to the problem and mention more real-life cases. After that, we 
review the literatures in related areas and at the end introduce our proposed solution, 
including the algorithm and a prototype Java application. 
 
Keywords: sequence merging, document merging, sequence merger, sequence as-
sembler, document assembling, similarity detection, combining documents, combin-
ing texts, summing stories, story creation 
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1 Introduction 
Social narrative learning refers to a process where a group learns from each other‟s 
interrelated stories (Mattingly & Garro, 2000). An approach for social narrative 
learning is story sequencing: a group constructs a collage that merges their individual 
story pieces, called fragments, together into an overall story. While applicable to 
formal learning, such as co-editing a shared report of a field trip in biology classroom, 
story sequencing is particularly useful for informal learning where a group needs each 
other‟s complementary fragments to understand a given event that each of them only 
have a partial insight to or memories of.  
1.1 Problem definition 
As examples of social learning resulting from story fragments, we can refer to 
situations which carry on a risk of social exclusion, like school dropout incidents, 
reiterative violence over individuals or groups of people, like domestic violence or 
bullying, and in general, any kind of traumatic situations. Story sequencing allows for 
gathering people‟s observations and finding their similarities, to recognize risk factors 
and prevent further incidents.  
There are other examples of fragments that have the potential of contributing to the 
whole story, the term that we use for a story that consists of story fragments in a way 
that makes sense as a whole and to the fragments. Mutually differing stories from 
several people regarding one single event or several police reports describing a crime 
are examples of where fragments are more useful together than apart from each other. 
There are other cases in which a tool for merging text fragments into a whole story is 
needed. For a single event that is unexpected or takes places in a large space or for a 
series of events that lasts for a long lapse, it is usually hard to find an individual who 
has witnessed or been through all the details of the event or the series of events. These 
kinds of events are difficult to reconstruct, since we have to collect and analyze 
several points of view to be able to discard repeated or valueless data. What is usually 
done when these cases happen is that authorities start asking questions and gather 
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information from several potential witnesses and write down all their stories. After all 
the stories are documented, they go through them all and try to derive what we call a 
whole story, i.e., a unique and comprehensive story that arises from all or most of the 
given fragments.  
Sequence Merger uses a novel method to receive text fragments as input and produces 
a whole story that contains significant information from most of the fragments as 
output. What happens behind the implementation of Sequence Merger is more than 
placing all fragments right after each other. The process performs a semantic scan of 
all the given fragments, recognizing the similar parts and putting them in an order 
which is aligned with the meaningful order of the events. The implementation of the 
method is in a proof-of-concept phase and has been tested within a class. Although 
keeping the chronological order of the story is hard to be done without a set of 
supervised inputs and is open for future work, the meaningfulness of the story could 
be preserved.  
From the Sequence Merger‟s prototype software‟s point of view, a user simply selects 
the input fragments, selects some values for two variables of Window Size and Match 
Rule (which we will read about them later in  0 4.1:Algorithm design) and presses the 
button Run. After showing some logs about how the algorithm is running in its 
different phases, the software prints out the resulted whole story. Using the different 
color codes while printing the whole story shows which input fragment each part of 
the whole story is from. 
As we can see in Figure  1-1, Sequence Merging for Digital Storytelling is the meeting 
point of Digital Storytelling, society and social data and the NLP studies, while the 
latter is a tool to promote the achievements of the first two.  
Although we look into Digital Storytelling more in  2.1: Digital storytelling, we can 
define it as the concept of narrating stories through digital medium which can also be 
utilized in education in order to accelerate and improve the learning quality (Robin, 
2006). Digital Storytelling works well in conjunction with learning and digital 
document analysis technologies which are evolved around areas such as NLP studies 
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including information retrieval, information extraction, parsing and speech 
processing. 
 
Figure ‎1-1 Thesis' area of work 
 
The second intersection is when these NLP technologies meet the society itself. 
Retrieving information from resources made by the society and what we call today 
social media such as Facebook and Twitter in order to study how the majority of the 
society thinks about a subject, event, or phenomenon has been facilitated greatly 
thanks to the NLP studies. Many available libraries written for almost any major 
programming languages enable us to easily access to this enormous source of social 
knowledge provided by social media and to evaluate them according to our need. 
And the last meeting point is when we want to learn directly from the society and use 
it as a platform to improve learning. What could be more focused on learning and 
transferring the knowledge from person to people and generation to generation than 
social narratives, while still being entertaining. We will review some narrative 
applications in the area of Digital Storytelling in the next chapter. 
The meeting of these three areas is the main concept of this thesis, Sequence Merger 
for Digital Storytelling, which uses NLP on resources elevated from society, to 
improve the process of learning through narratives. 
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1.2 Description of the system 
To answer the problems above, I have designed an algorithm, and also a Java soft-
ware based on the algorithm, called Sequence Merger. As we can see in Figure  1-2, 
Sequence Merger has two major components: similarity detection and fragments 
merging. The first component is responsible for receiving all the fragments, analyz-
ing their keywords, and finding their similar parts. The second component attaches 
those similar fragments to produce a bigger fragment, or what we call a story. If it is 
necessary the algorithm runs again recursively, this time substituting the combined 
fragments with the produced bigger one. We will discuss the recursion stop-
ping/continuing criteria later in  4.1: Algorithm design 0. When the recursion stopping 
criteria is met, then the software goes to its final point and prints out the whole story 
for the user. 
 
Figure ‎1-2 Sequence Merger's architecture 
1.3 General terms 
Throughout this thesis, we will see many terms and expressions and it is a good idea 
to explain their meanings here, right before diving deeper into the research and algo-
rithm design chapters. 
a) Fragments = texts or documents which are the inputs for the software. 
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b) Story = the text which contains more relevant information that a single frag-
ment and is resulted by combining two or more fragments, at the end of each 
iteration.  
c) Whole story = the story that is created after the final iteration. The whole sto-
ry in the output of the software.  
d) Fragment merging = the process of combining the similar fragments in order 
to create stories. 
e) Merging path = the order by which the fragments will be merged into stories 
or whole story. 
f) Keyword = A meaningful language token1 
1.4 Outline of the thesis 
For a more concise presentation of thesis‟ content, I have organized it as follows. 
Chapter  2 includes an overview of the key literature in areas related to our research. 
Chapter  3 shows the research guidelines which this thesis is built upon. Chapter  0 
explains the algorithm behind our Sequence Merger system. In chapter  5 we discuss 
some of the arguments, questions and ideas for future works in this area and finally 
we draw a conclusion in chapter  6. 
                                                 
 
1
 Tokens are the building blocks of sentences (Manning et al., 2008), extracted by using tools known 
as Tokenizers, provided by NLP APIs. 
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2 Literature‎review 
The related literatures are in two main areas: Digital storytelling and the efforts in 
text similarity detection. The former is for familiarizing ourselves with definition, 
main methods in detecting the similarity among a set of documents. 
2.1 Digital storytelling 
Stories and storytelling have been simple and yet powerful tools throughout human 
history. People, by nature, are willing to learn complex matters much easier through 
narratives and storytelling. An example of how storytelling has been influencing 
people lives for centuries is Bible, which narrates its instructions through amusing 
stories (Gils, 2005). Since middle age and before 1400, stories were being told only 
orally. From 14
th
 century to 19
th
 and after the print era began with Gutenberg, printed 
books played a significant role in keeping the stories intact in order to be narrated for 
different purposes, including education and entertainment. In the 1900s and by in-
creasing use of colored printing, radio and television, use of narratives started to 
grow exponentially and new forms of storytelling started to appear (Madej, 2003).  
Digital storytelling is a term which was initially referred to facilitating the conver-
gence of main areas of student-centered learning tactics such as student engagement, 
technology integration and project-based learning in classrooms, by utilizing video, 
photographs, animation and text. This process is being done mainly with the help of 
computers and its goal is to improve the learning quality (Barrett, 2006).  
Although the term digital storytelling is still often used in education, it is not the only 
area which could benefit from digital storytelling. Entertainment, art and culture 
could also benefit greatly from digital storytelling applications. For instance, 
“GEIST-project” is an interactive and narrative storytelling agent that answers tour-
ists‟ questions based on their location and distance from specific tourism sights, 
through an augmented reality medium. Since GEIST‟s designers believe that history 
is best learned through narrative stories, they aimed to make a system that not only 
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entertains users, but also tells novel-style historic stories which also involves the us-
ers in a coherent story line by the help of a run-time engine (Kretschmer, et al., 
2001). As other examples of interactive plot generating along with storytelling and 
narrative agents, we will briefly discuss Erasmatron, DEFACTO and The Virtual 
Storyteller.  
Erasmatron is an interactive storytelling engine proposed by Crawford (1999) that 
works based on a set of predefined verbs (actions) rather than fully following an in-
telligent algorithm. So instead of any sort of artificial intelligent, Erasmatron is made 
of a premade storyline, which its events and characters‟ actions are mapped directly 
to users‟ responses and each response changes the story‟s direction into what has 
initially anticipated and exists in the early list of actions. The reason behind this ap-
proach is that Crawford believes real entertaining stories can only be created by real 
artists than virtual intelligent agents. 
On the other hand, DEFACTO focuses more on users‟ choices and reactions. The 
system captures users‟ inputs through a 3D Real-Time system (what DEFACTO‟s 
designer, Nicolas Szilas, calls The Theatre). These inputs could either be speech pro-
cessing of what users say in response to system‟s outputs, or what the users them-
selves choose from a list of actions, in a fashion similar to classic adventure games. 
Based on these inputs, the world of the story takes shape and the system‟s narrator 
communicates to the users and tells them the story which the users were part of its 
creation (Szilas, 1999). In Figure  2-1, we can see the correlation between different 
DEFACTO‟s components that leads to a theatric presentation of the story.  
 
Figure ‎2-1 DEFACTO's architecture adapted by Szilas (1999) 
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The last application of digital storytelling that we discuss is The Virtual Storyteller, 
part of the project AVEIRO, developed at the University of Twente. The Virtual Sto-
ryteller is similar to DEFACTO, but instead of one main agent interacting with the 
user, several intelligent agents, called actors, are interacting mainly with each other, 
leading to a theatric play. All the agents are maintaining an internal state of their 
own, able to include emotion and goals. These internal states are being updated con-
tinuously, subject to the agent‟s actions or their interaction with other agents. Anoth-
er intelligent agent, who keeps track of all the actors‟ states and has a general 
knowledge of the overall developing plot of the play, is the director agent. The direc-
tor agent is in contact with all other agent and assigns them their tasks. The last 
agents are the narrator and the presenting agents that interact directly with the users 
and are responsible respectively for story narration and controlling the presentation 
level of the play (Theune et al., 2003). 
 
Figure ‎2-2 Virtual Storyteller's architecture adapted by Theune et al. (2003) 
As it is mentioned in design explanation of the storytelling systems above, they all 
share the need for a story (plot) generating component. A subset of the system that is 
responsible for creating a meaningful scenario that carries the goal of the system, 
while containing the basic elements of an amusing story. Thuene, et al. classifies the 
story generating techniques into two main approaches: Character-based plot devel-
opment and scripted plots. 
Character-based plot development benefits from intelligent and autonomous agents 
who act freely on their own and based on their state. Since the characters (agents) 
actions are based only on their state and what that can be called their „personality‟, 
then this approach could be resulting in a consistent story. Then problem with this 
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approach is that there is no guarantee that the overall generated story is containing 
required elements of an amusing story, such as a climax, and therefore may not be 
very interesting to follow.  
As an example of character-based plot development, we could briefly discuss the 
automatic short story generator based on autonomous agents (Shim & Minkoo, 
2002). In this system, there are three different goals in plot, characters and among 
viewers that must be achieved to produce a scenario, which is called an Episode. 
After achieving a plot goal, the next plot goal that is concluded based on characters‟ 
emotions, personalities and motivations, is created to be played out by the characters. 
Other factors such as mood (viewers‟ state that explains what they desire to watch) 
and roles (describing how each character supposed to behave in long term) are also 
come into play while checking if the current plot goal is satisfied or not, in order to 
move on to the next one. 
 
Figure ‎2-3 System architecture of Automatic Short Story Generator adapted by Shim & Minkoo 
(2002) 
We can see three major components of Automatic Short Story Generator in Fig-
ure  2-3. Similar to director agent in Thuene‟s system, there is an Episode Controller 
which controls the time and space in the virtual environment of the story. The other 
two components are character agents and Goal emotion Extractor. Character agents 
component takes care of agents‟ attributes (emotions, role and personality) and the 
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Goal emotion Extractor, is responsible for checking if the current plot goal is satis-
fied, to generating the next goal based on Audience Emotion (part of viewer‟s goal) 
On the other hand, scripted plots way of generating stories, are provided by a human 
author, or are generated automatically based on an initial grammar and then selecting 
items from an inventory of available items. In this method, it is guaranteed that es-
sential elements of a good story are applied while generating the plot, but as its dis-
advantage, the same plot is being used over and over for different groups of users, 
unless the human author or the initial grammar start from the beginning, which is 
time consuming process. 
2.2 Similarity detection 
After mentioning previous works on virtual storytelling and its applications, we can 
move to similarity detection literature, since a part of our work for Sequence Merger 
for Digital Storytelling is about detecting similar parts of two or more documents. 
Finding similar questions in large questions and answers archives, in order to better 
management and archiving the questions, is an example when similarity detection in 
texts could be beneficial (Jeon et al, 2005a). In this approach, they use a modified 
query-likelihood language model to examine similarity of any question compared to 
a model, and as their training data, they collect those questions which have similar 
answers, by this assumption that if two answers are similar, then their questions must 
be semantically similar too, although they may be lexically different (Jeon et al., 
2005b).  
Another approach tries to extract the main themes of documents and then comparing 
the similarity of these short-length themes to in order to find the sameness of the 
original documents (Mart  nez-Trinidad et al, 2000). Using all the keywords in the 
documents to construct a document fingerprint and then comparing these so-called 
fingerprints in order to compare the likeliness of the documents was another method, 
which again, resulted in measuring the similarity of the whole documents (Klose et 
al., 2000). 
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Despite success of the previous works, what we are looking for regarding the similar-
ity detection in documents is more of partial-similarity detection in different docu-
ments, rather than comparing their whole text. Two documents could be concluded 
not to be similar following the previous methods, but still part of them, even small, 
could look lexically similar, and that is good enough for the Sequence Merger to start 
its work. We will introduce an algorithm to detect such similarity in chapter  4.  
2.3 Thesis position and motives 
Having the knowledge about the previous work in digital storytelling and similarity 
detection areas, we can now locate the position of this thesis. Sequence Merger for 
Digital Storytelling is a complementary component for mentioned digital storytelling 
application, a tool that enables those systems to make a unified story from their exist-
ing or created stories. More on this is available in  
However in the similarity detection and despite success of the previous works, what 
we actually are looking for regarding the similarity detection in documents is more of 
partial-similarity detection in different documents, rather than comparing their whole 
text. Two documents could be concluded not to be similar following the previous 
methods, but still small parts of them, could look lexically similar, and that is good 
enough for the Sequence Merger to start its work. We will introduce an algorithm to 
detect such similarity in chapter  4.1:Algorithm design. 
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3 Research‎design 
Every scientific publication must be created on top of a research question, and con-
sequently a blueprint for approaching the research. As we discussed earlier in  1.1: 
Problem definition, the main research question is whether it is feasible to develop a 
platform which helps us merge different fragments, in order to create a whole story. 
The research plan that I came up with to address this question, is based on four major 
branches: Providing test data, designing and implementing an algorithm, testing the 
algorithm with the test data and finally developing a software which is built on top of 
the algorithm.  
3.1 Research questions 
Basically the questions that we try to find answers to could be listed as it follows: 
 Can we develop a framework to merge text sequences into a whole story? 
 Will this whole be more understandable than the individual fragments? 
And the problem of merging different fragments into an overall whole story is more 
than just putting them randomly and right after each other. We also need to find an-
swers to questions, such as:  
 Which fragments are related to each other? 
 How to find partial similarity in the fragments? 
 Where the fragments should be merged at? 
In  4.1.2: Similarity detection, we will talk about these question more in detail and 
find the reason behind using the term partial similarity, rather than just similarity. 
We will also discuss the methods we use to this find partial similarity among frag-
ments and merge fragments in a meaningful way accordingly.  
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3.2 Research approach 
As we mentioned earlier in the beginning of this chapter, the approach to target the 
research question are categorized into four major category: Providing test data, de-
signing and implementing a sequence merging algorithm, testing the algorithm with 
the test data and finally developing a software which is built on top of the algorithm. 
In the rest of this chapter, we familiarize ourselves with the work done in each cate-
gory. 
3.2.1 Providing test data 
To be able to test the sequence merging algorithm, I needed a set of documents to use 
as input fragments. These fragments need to be about a topic, but from different parts 
of the context, so they can simulate a real case of when Sequence Merger could come 
in handy, such as reports from different people regarding a single event or an inci-
dent in a refugee camp where different people have different and incomplete percep-
tion of and there is not any individual who has witnessed al by themself. The idea 
that I came up with was selecting a text, printing out different parts of it and assign-
ing each part randomly to a person to read. Then after a few hours (again, to simulate 
a real case of fragments in real life, when people are not quite certain about some-
thing due to a time gap between witnessing the event and remembering it), I would 
ask everyone to write down what they remember about the text they were given to.  
The details about the actual experiment of gathering the test data, is as it goes here: 
 Date: October 29th 2014 
 Location: Agora building (Language department in University of Eastern 
Finland), room AG100, “Shakespeare as an Icon” course 
 Participants: Sixteen English language major students who agreed on partic-
ipating in the experiment 
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 Test data: The original text was a biography about Queen Elizabeth I2. Then 
it was split into three main parts (beginning, middle and end of her life) and 
sixteen copies were printed (five from part 1, five from part 2 and six from 
part 3) and handed out to the participants.  
 Time gap: Two hours between handing out the texts and asking the partici-
pants to write down anything they remembered. 
 The result: The result of this experiment was sixteen fragments, which were 
used later on as inputs to the sequence merging algorithm and Sequence Mer-
ger software. These fragments are available in Appendix 1: Test Data. 
3.2.2 Design and implementation of the algorithm 
The algorithm behind our proposed solution is based on the idea of receiving the 
fragments as input and then going through them one by one to retrieve all their key-
words. Then all fragments are compared in pairs and in case of any similarity be-
tween the keywords of any fragments in the pair (in a way that we will discuss later 
in chapter 4), algorithm will consider those two fragments as mergeable. After hav-
ing all mergeable fragments, they are merged to form the output. Therefore the pro-
posed solution includes three steps of keyword analysis, similarity detection and 
fragments merging.  
3.2.3 Testing the algorithm 
I have executed the sequence merging algorithm against the test data with different 
criteria. The outputs for each different execution are available in Appendix 2: Se-
quence Merger‟s outputs. We can also see an overall analysis of these outputs in  4.2 
Algorithm analysis. The outputs all together show how sequence merging algorithm 
succeeds at merging individually-incomplete fragments into meaningful and com-
plete stories and in a very short time, if proper criteria are applied. 
                                                 
 
2
 Queen Elizabeth I‟s biography available at http://www.biography.com/people/queen-elizabeth-i-
9286133 
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3.2.4 Sequence Merger software 
I have developed a software based on the sequence merging algorithm. This soft-
ware‟s source code, written in Java 7.0, is available at my Github repository3. Basi-
cally the Sequence Merger has a user interface for inputting the fragments and some 
essential criteria, and also a panel that shows the progress of sequence merging algo-
rithm execution over the time. At the end, if no error has occurred, the whole story is 
shown to the users (Nasiri, 2015). 
Since this thesis is following the work of my IT Project entitled as Sequence Assem-
bler for Digital Storytelling, then for more information regarding the Sequence Mer-
ger‟s application, its Java code and user manual, you can refer to the publication that 
is available in the electronic library of the department of Computer Science in Uni-
versity of Eastern Finland. 
                                                 
 
3
 My Github repository webpage, containing the Java source code of Sequence Merger, is located at: 
https://github.com/mohsenny/SequenceMerger 
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4 Algorithm‎design‎and‎analysis 
In this chapter, first we discuss the principles of the proposed sequence merging al-
gorithm and the way it receives the fragments as input and outputs a whole story as 
its result. Then we analyze the algorithm‟s time complexity and the different outputs 
resulted by various inputs criteria. 
4.1 Algorithm design 
The sequence merging algorithm consists of three major steps: Keyword analysis, 
similarity detection and fragment merging. After the algorithm fragments the frag-
ments as its inputs, it goes through them all one by one and extracts their keywords. 
Then it looks for partial similarity between any two fragments, by checking if a 
fragment‟s keywords or any of its synonyms4 appear in the other one, by applying a 
keyword window. After detecting similar fragments and by knowing where this simi-
larity has begun and ended, those fragments are merged and hence a story is created. 
This story will replace the fragments which it is made from and in case the algo-
rithm‟s ending criteria has not satisfied yet, another recursion with new fragments 
will start. At the end and when the stopping criteria are met, the algorithm stops and 
the whole story is printed out for the user. 
4.1.1 Keyword analysis 
We learned about the definition of keyword earlier in  1.3: General terms. Keyword is 
any string in any given fragment that has a particular meaning and value, compared to 
other strings, such as stop words, which do not contain any relevant information to 
distinguish the story from other stories. After breaking the fragments into sentences 
(using a sentence splitter) and then tokens (using a tokenizer) and after determining 
                                                 
 
4
 Synonyms of most English words can be extracted by using WordNet‟s Java API. More information 
about WordNet is available at https://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
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role of each token (using a part-of-speech tagger), we start to label some tokens as 
keywords according to their part-of-speech. In general, any verb, noun, adjective, 
adverb and number can be labeled as a keyword (Voigt, 2014; Manning et al., 2014). 
As an improvement for this phase, in case we already have knowledge about the 
context that we are doing the story sequencing on, we can predefine certain words as 
keywords and whenever those words are seen in any fragment, they are labeled as 
keywords without doing the part-of-speech tagging. 
Now if we are given 𝑛 text fragments 𝐹1 , 𝐹2 , . . . , 𝐹𝑛 , every  𝐹𝑖  can be defined as 
 𝐹𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖1𝐾𝑖1  𝑎𝑖2𝐾𝑖2 … where 𝐾 stands for keywords and 𝑎 can be any string, even 
empty string, excluding any keyword. 
4.1.2 Similarity detection 
We say that keywords 𝐾1 and 𝐾2 are similar if 𝐾1 = 𝐾2 or if there is a keyword 𝐾′ 
such that 𝐾′ is a synonym of 𝐾1 and 𝐾2 = 𝐾′. After finding all existing keywords in 
the given fragments, we start to find keyword similarities between any two fragments 
𝐹𝑎 and 𝐹𝑏, by going through them both and comparing their keywords using a 
window. Window 𝑊𝐹 refers to a buffer containing the current inspected keywords in 
fragment 𝐹. Let |𝑊| denote the size of the buffer 𝑊; then |𝑊| = |𝑊(𝐹)| for any 
fragment 𝐹. |𝑊| is defined in the beginning of the similarity detection phase and can 
be changed dynamically throughout the algorithm. We also need another constant 
called Match 𝑀 that denotes the number of similar keywords. 𝑀 is also defined in the 
beginning of similarity detection and can be changed dynamically if needed. The 
cases that 𝑊 and 𝑀 are changed dynamically will be explained later.  
For example, let |𝑊| = 5 and |𝑀| = 2. In detecting similarities between fragments 𝐹𝑎 
and 𝐹𝑏, we first assign the first |𝑊| = 5  keywords in  𝐹𝑎, 
i.e. 𝐾𝑎1 , 𝐾𝑎2 , 𝐾𝑎3 , 𝐾𝑎4 , 𝐾𝑎5  to 𝑊(𝐹𝑎) and similarly the keywords 
 𝐾𝑏1 , 𝐾𝑏2 , 𝐾𝑏3 , 𝐾𝑏4 , 𝐾𝑏5  to 𝑊(𝐹𝑏). If at least |𝑀| = 2 of the keywords in 𝑊(𝐹𝑎) and 
𝑊(𝐹𝑏) are similar, then a match has occurred in the current window and we could say 
𝐹𝑎 and  𝐹𝑏 are mergeable and the comparison process for those two fragments will not 
go any further. But if |𝑀| = 2 similar keywords were not found, then we move 
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𝑊(𝐹𝑏) one step forward so it contains 𝐾𝑏2 , 𝐾𝑏3 , 𝐾𝑏4 , 𝐾𝑏5  , 𝐾𝑏6. If 𝑊(𝐹𝑏) reaches the 
end of  𝐹𝑏 and we have not found a match yet, then it is 𝑊(𝐹𝑎)‟s turn to move one 
step forward. Therefore at the end, all we have compared |𝑊| = 5 adjacent keywords 
in 𝐹𝑎 and  𝐹𝑏 and if we have not found any similarities, then it is safe to say that those 
two fragments are not similar, and thus, not mergeable.  
4.1.3 Fragment merging 
In this phase, we already know which fragments are partially similar and where this 
similarity starts and ends, stated by position of their keywords. In case we have 𝑛 
fragments which their similarity is already detected, and in order to find the biggest 
possible merging path, we can map the fragments and their similarities to an 
undirected and acyclic graph and then apply an algorithm to find the longest possible 
path in this graph. The reason the resulted graph should be undirected is because if 𝐹𝑎 
is similar to 𝐹𝑏, then it means 𝐹𝑏 is similar to 𝐹𝑎 too and direction will not make any 
difference. As an example, I have used the data for the similarly detection phase in 
one of the executions of the sequence merging algorithm, available in Table  4-1. This 
data shows which fragments are similar so that we can create an undirected acyclic 
graph from it, shown in Figure  4-1. 
Table ‎4-1 An example of freagments' simialrity 
Fragments 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Fragments 
they are 
similar to 
14 16 - 13 13, 
14 
- - 14 11, 
16 
14 12, 
16 
11, 
16 
4, 
5 
1, 
5, 
8, 
10 
- 2, 
11, 
12 
 
After applying an algorithm to find the longest path on this graph, the merging path 
which is the same as the longest possible order by which the fragments could be 
merged would be 𝐹14 → 𝐹5 → 𝐹13 → 𝐹4, with the length of four. After merging these 
four fragments into one new story, we remove them from list of our inputs, replace 
them with the new story, and run another iteration of the algorithm for a new set of 
inputs. 
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Figure ‎4-1 An undirected acyclic graph  
made from the similarity detection‎phase’s‎results 
 
Now that we know how to find out about the merging path, we discuss how two 
fragments can actually be merged into a story. If 𝐹𝑎 and 𝐹𝑏 are similar and the 
similarity happens over the gray area in Figure  4-2, the notation we use to address the 
different parts of them is as below: 
 
Figure ‎4-2 Naming for each part of two similar fragments 
 
1. 𝐹𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑖𝑚) and 𝐹𝑏𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑚) are similar parts of 𝐹𝑎 and 𝐹𝑏 . 
2. 𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔) and 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔) are the parts before similarity  
3. 𝐹𝑎(𝑒𝑛𝑑) and 𝐹𝑏(𝑒𝑛𝑑)are the parts after the similarity has occurred. 
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4. Locations of 𝐹𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑖𝑚) and 𝐹𝑏𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑚) are based on indices of first and last 
keywords of them and are stored during the similarity detection phase in a 
list. 
The merging process is based on the number of keywords, which means the parts 
which contain more keywords are tend to be more meaningful and are chosen for the 
whole story, or the story at the end of each iteration. Let us assume that we have three 
fragments 𝐹𝑎, 𝐹𝑏 and 𝐹𝑐 as shown in Figure  4-3. We only use three fragments here just 
to illustrate a simple example of how merging could work. Light gray part shows the 
similar parts of 𝐹𝑎 and 𝐹𝑏 and dark gray show the similar parts of 𝐹𝑏and 𝐹𝑐. If 𝑥 and 𝑦 
are two strings, then 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) is a function that chooses the string which contains more 
keywords, or in case of having same number of keywords, the longer one. The 
assumption here is that if a string is longer, it contains more information. Therefore 
we have: 
 
Figure ‎4-3 Three similar fragments the way that Fa is similar to Fb  
(in light grey area) and Fb is similar to Fc (in dark grey area) 
According to the Figure  4-3, and considering the facts that while merging two or 
more fragments, what are trying to achieving is to create a more informative story, 
we have: 
𝐹𝑎,𝑏,𝑐 = 𝑆(𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔), 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔)) + 𝐹𝑎|𝑏 + 𝐹𝑎(𝑒𝑛𝑑)
+ 𝑆 ((𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔)), 𝐹𝑐(𝑏𝑒𝑔)) + 𝐹𝑏|𝑐 + 𝐹𝑏(𝑒𝑛𝑑)
+ 𝐹𝑐(𝑒𝑛𝑑) 
Some clarifications about this equation: 
 𝐹𝑎|𝑏 is either 𝐹𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑖𝑚)  or 𝐹𝑏𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑚) based on the result of its last expression: 
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o If 𝑆(𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔), 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔)) is equal to 𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔), then 𝐹𝑎|𝑏 = 𝐹𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑖𝑚) 
o If 𝑆(𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔), 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔)) is equal to 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔), then 𝐹𝑎|𝑏 = 𝐹𝑏𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑚) 
 We calculate the 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝑎(𝑏𝑒𝑔) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑏(𝑏𝑒𝑔) by subtracting the 
position index of last 𝐹𝑏𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑚)‟s keyword from the position index of 
first 𝐹𝑏𝑐(𝑠𝑖𝑚)‟s keyword. 
Now if we take 𝑛 fragmetns into the account, instead of three, we have: 
𝐹∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑖=1 = 𝑆(𝐹1(𝑏𝑒𝑔), 𝐹2(𝑏𝑒𝑔)) + 𝐹1|2 + 𝐹1(𝑒𝑛𝑑)
+∑𝑆((𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝑖(𝑏𝑒𝑔) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑖+1(𝑏𝑒𝑔)), 𝐹𝑖+2(𝑏𝑒𝑔))
𝑛−2
𝑖=1
+ 𝐹1+1|𝑖+2 + 𝐹𝑛−1(𝑒𝑛𝑑) + 𝐹𝑛(𝑒𝑛𝑑) 
After combining some of the fragments and creating a bigger fragment from them, if 
there are still more than two fragments (including the new one) left, algorithm calls 
similarity detection and fragment merging phases recursively and it enters a new 
iteration. In each iteration, algorithm substitutes the fragments that are combined into 
a bigger one, with the result fragment and also as we mentioned before, 
changes 𝑊 and 𝑀. In the current state of the algorithm, if 𝑖 stands for the iteration 
number, then we have: 
|𝑊𝑖+1|= |𝑊𝑖| − 1  
|𝑀𝑖+1|= |𝑀𝑖| − 1 
The changing factor for |𝑊| and |𝑀| is resulted by experiment and is not necessarily 
the most efficient one. More work in this area is required for a better factor that is 
dynamically efficient for different fragments of any size. We will discuss more 
improvement ideas later in  5: Discussion: 
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4.1.4 Algorithm review and summary 
Here we summarize an overview of all steps explained is this chapter. After receiv-
ing the fragments, algorithm goes through various NLP components, such as Sen-
tence-splitters, tokenizers, part-of-speech taggers, name-entity recognizers and 
parsers to get a list of all existing keywords and sentences each keyword belongs to. 
Then we try to find any similarities between the main keywords of any two frag-
ments. After finding some similarities, we combine some fragments with partial 
similarity. Then we remove all those combined fragments from the input and replace 
them with a new story. At this point, the algorithm calls itself recursively, but with a 
new 𝑊 and 𝑀. When there is only one fragment left, algorithm stops the recursion 
and prints out the longest fragment as output. 
The pseudo-code in Figure  4-4 shows a very abstract level of the sequence merging 
algorithm. However we can access the full Java code of Sequence Merger and all its 
related components over my Github repository. 
 
Figure  4-4 Sequence Merging algorithm's pseudo-code 
Program SequenceMerger(fragments, W, M) 
1  for each fragment Fi 
2   for each fragment Fj (Fj ≠ Fi) 
3   if window Wi in Fi has similar to 
   the window Wj in Fj 
4    Fi and Fj are similar 
5  find merging path 
6  for each similar fragment in the path 
7   merge them into a bigger story 
8  substitute merged fragments with the story  
9  create new fragment list 
10 Update W and M 
11 SequenceMerger(new fragment, W, M) 
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4.2 Algorithm analysis 
Here we analyze some aspects of our sequence merging algorithm, such as time 
complexity and sample results. 
4.2.1 Time complexity 
Now we find out the about the time complexity of our sequence merging algorithm. 
The algorithm has some different phases and its overall time complexity is equal to 
the time complexity of the most time consuming phase. 
Sequence merging starts its work by receiving the fragments as inputs, and going 
through them one by one in order to store the necessary information about their size, 
keywords and sentences in the memory to use them later on when needed. If 𝑛 de-
notes the number of fragments and  the number of tokens in every fragment, then 
the time complexity of this phase is  (𝑛) =  (𝑛. ).  
The next step is to compare every other fragment‟s keywords to extract similarity in 
keywords and therefore partial similarity in fragments. Therefore, 𝐹1 is compared to 
𝐹2, 𝐹3, … , 𝐹𝑛 and 𝐹2 is compared to 𝐹3, 𝐹4, … , 𝐹𝑛 (since 𝐹2 is already compared to 𝐹1) 
and so on. This is a mathematical series which sum of its comparisons is  
   = 
𝑛 (𝑛+1)
2
. This makes the time complexity of this phase to be   (𝑛) =  (𝑛2). 
The last time consuming step of the sequence merging algorithm is merging the simi-
lar fragments into stories. In the beginning of this step, the algorithm calls a proce-
dure to find out the longest sequence of merging with (𝑛). After that, algorithm 
iterates over the results of this method (which could be as big as 𝑛) in order to create 
new strings to substitute the merged fragments. There, for this last phase we 
have  (𝑛) =  (𝑛) +  (𝑛) =  (𝑛). 
So time complexity of our sequence merging algorithm is equal to time complexity 
of its most time consuming part, which is the similarity detection phase. Thus for 
sequence merging algorithm  (𝑛) =  ((𝑛   )2) and if decide to make this time 
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complexity only dependent on one variable which are the fragments, then we will 
have: 
 (𝑛) =   (𝑛2) 
The fact that the algorithm runs recursively does not affect its time complexity, since 
a constant will not change the time complexity and  (𝑑  𝑛2) =  (𝑛2) (𝑑 is the 
total number of recursions). 
4.2.2 Analyzing the output 
Before running the algorithm we should choose the proper |𝑊| and |𝑀|. As we men-
tioned it before, |𝑀| must always be smaller than |𝑊|, since 𝑀 is indicating number 
of similarities that occur over the window of 𝑊. I have executed the sequence merg-
ing algorithm for different |𝑊|, 𝑀|| and fragments and the whole story resulted at 
the end of each run in available in the Appendix 2: Sequence Merger‟s outputs. Here 
on Table  4-2 we can also see a summary of how different inputs will affect the length 
of the output whole story and the processing time. Some clarifications regarding the 
results shown in the table: 
 The processing time is measured from beginning of the first iteration till end 
of the whole story generation. Since we are only analyzing the algorithm it-
self, I decided not to include the time spent on setting up the NLP pipeline 
and adding its different components such as annotators, tokenizer, sentence 
splitter, part-of-speech tagger and name-entity recognizer. 
 Since in some of the executions the early iterations were not able to merge 
any fragments into stories with their current |𝑊| and |𝑀|, then the algorithm 
decreased them based on what we discussed in  4.1.3: Fragment merging and 
led to furthered case which those one are also in the table.  
For example, after the algorithm fails to merge any of 10 fragments with 
|𝑊| = 1  and |𝑀| = 6 (2nd row of the table), then in its next iteration it re-
duced |𝑊| and |𝑀|, resulting in |𝑊| = 9 and |𝑀| = 5, which again, does not 
lead to any merge. At last, in the 3
rd
 iteration and with 𝑊 = 8 and 𝑀 = 4, al-
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gorithm finds some similarities which leads to a whole story with 644 words, 
which is the same whole story for 7
th
 and 11
th
 row. 
 If we consider size of the whole story compared to sum of all fragments‟ siz-
es as an indicator of how detailed a whole story could be, then Figure  4-5 
shows us how this factor is changing compared to |𝑊| |𝑀|⁄  fraction. In this 
experiment and out of 28 executions of the algorithm, when |𝑊| is 2 to 3 
times bigger than |𝑀|, then the whole story‟s size is about 0.6 to 0.8 of total 
size of all fragments‟ sizes.  
 
Table ‎4-2 Results of executing Sequence Merger for different inputs 
 Fragments input words W M output words Running time (sec) 
1 
10 (1 - 10) 792 
10 
7 379 46 
2 6 644 36 
3 5 605 21 
4 4 303 18 
5 3 120 15 
6 
9 
6 32 32 
7 5 644 28 
8 4 605 15 
9 3 393 17 
10 
8 
5 379 25 
11 4 644 21 
12 3 605 14 
13 
7 
4 379 23 
14 3 644 18 
15 
16 (1 - 16) 1005 
12 
7 112 58 
16 6 204 40 
17 5 67 27 
18 4 14 25 
19 3 210 21 
20 
10 
5 112 33 
21 4 711 24 
22 3 113 16 
23 
9 
6 434 49 
24 5 92 33 
25 4 112 24 
26 3 213 17 
27 
8 
5 434 34 
28 4 92 24 
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Figure ‎4-5 Outputs word count in comparison to W/M 
Therefore, we can improve the common rule of |𝑊|  |𝑀| and say: 
  2. |𝑀|  |𝑊|  3. |𝑀| 
We should keep in mind that this is not a rule and other values for 𝑊 and 𝑀 may 
also lead to a good whole story, but by making sure that  2.𝑀  𝑊  3.𝑀, we can 
almost
5
 be certain the output size is reasonable compared to sum of fragments‟ sizes. 
We can also see how execution time of the algorithm changes based on |𝑀| in Fig-
ure  4-6. Since the increase in |𝑀| means that the algorithm must widen its similarity 
detection window for both of the fragments it is inspecting, then  (𝑛) =   (𝑛2) can 
be see here clearly. 
 
Figure ‎4-6 Execution time difference based on changes in M 
                                                 
 
5
 Due to lack of availability of vast fragment test data, we still cannot be completely certain which this 
criterion for W and M will lead to a correct whole story at all time. 
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5 Discussion 
In this section and now that we learned about the proposed Sequence Merger for 
Digital Storytelling approach, first we answer the research question what we asked 
in  3.1: Research questions, and then look back once again at the literature we re-
viewed in section  2: Literature review to see how this thesis makes a link to the pre-
vious work or even improves them. Then we will discuss some of the possible 
changes which could enhance the Sequence Merger and make it work for a wider 
range of contexts. 
5.1 Answers to research question 
Here we provide short answers to the questions that we asked earlier in  3.1: Research 
questions, based on this research.  
Q. Can we develop a framework to merge text sequences into a whole story? 
A. The answer is positive. Sequence Merger for Digital Storytelling provides a 
framework that enables us to create a whole story out of different text fragments. 
Q. Will the whole be more understandable than the individual fragments?  
A. Yes. By looking at the results of executing the algorithm for different inputs in 
appendix 2: Sequence Merger‟s outputs, we can see how the output whole story 
gives us a merged overall combination of its inputs, while this whole story is easier 
(reading one whole story compared to many individual fragments) and faster (less 
word count compared to sum of inputs‟ word count) than reading the inputs frag-
ments separately. 
Q. Which fragments are related to each other? 
A. Fragments that are detected to be having a partial similarity, concluded at the end 
of the similarity detection phases, are considered as similar and later on will be 
merged to form a bigger fragment.  
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Q. How to find partial similarity in the fragments? 
A. As we saw in the similarity detection phase, by applying a buffer window and a 
match rule, the algorithm is able to move the window alongside the fragments and 
count the number of similar keywords inside the window. In case the match rule is 
satisfied, algorithm considers them as similar. 
Q. Where the fragments should be merged at? 
A. Based on where the similar area between two or more fragments starts and ends 
and by applying the formula in  4.1.3: Fragment merging. The algorithm can attach 
different parts of the fragments together and merge them into new fragments and 
finally into a whole story. 
5.2 Sequence Merger and previous work 
While we read earlier about some of the digital storytelling application and project, 
we noticed what they present to their users as output are mainly stories. Some of the-
se applications, such as Virtual Storyteller (Theune et al., 2003) have more than one 
story-generating agent, which results in many small stories around a specific topic. 
By learning about Sequence Merger‟s functionality, we can now imagine it as a 
component in these systems, while it treats their generated stories as fragments and 
then merges them into a single whole story that contains facts from the stories. This 
enables such systems to provide a secondary method of demonstration; presenting 
the story by a single narrating agent, instead of their original method of multiple act-
ing agents. 
As we reviewed the literature in  2.2: Similarity detection, there are many and differ-
ent work done previously on detecting similarities in documents. Most of these 
works focus more on detecting similar documents wither semantically or lexically. 
The approach we witnessed in the sequence merging‟s similarity detection phase is 
quite different than the work in the literature in this sense that what we are looking 
for are partial similarities, rather than full similarity. This means that two documents 
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which are mostly not look alike in any lexically or semantically could still be detect-
ed similar by sequence merging algorithm, only because parts of them are similar. 
 
Figure ‎5-1 Virtual Storyteller with and without added component 
To clarify this important difference of sequence merging with most of similarity de-
tection algorithms, let us review an example. If we run our algorithm on the sixteen 
fragments retrieved from the experiment explained in  3.2.1: Providing test data with 
|𝑊| = 7 and |𝑀| = 3, then the algorithm tells us that fragments 10 and 13 have parts 
which look similar and therefore these two fragments are partially similar and could 
be merged into a story in next phases.  
As the algorithm prints its progress throughout its running process and also its find-
ings on similarity detection, this similarity is as demonstrated in Table  5-1. Although 
those two parts may not look completely similar and be giving us the exact same 
knowledge, but the fact that these parts are partially similar and rest of their frag-
ments may be merged into a story is good enough for the algorithm to proceed fur-
ther. 
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Table ‎5-1 An example of two similar parts 
Fragment no. Similar parts 
3 
She also stopped the war with France. After ascension Elizabeth's 
first act was to restore Protestantism & publish a common book of 
prayer. 
7 
Queen Elizabeth ruling after her sister and the issues she had to 
deal with after she took over, specifically, the war with France 
and issues regarding the religion. 
 
5.3 Potential improvements 
Sequence Merger for Digital Storytelling is a novel approach to enhance the social 
narrative learning experience and naturally has room for growth and improvement. 
Here we discuss some of the potential advancements which theoretically will lead to 
a more accurate Sequence Merger. 
5.3.1 Ignoring common keywords 
As an improvement, we can provide a list of keywords that are too common between 
most of the fragment and exclude those keywords in the similarity detection phase, 
since having those commonly used keywords in two fragments does not necessarily 
mean they could be similar. 
As an example, all the sixteen fragments gathered from the experiment in  3.2.1: 
Providing test data contain one of the words „Elizabeth‟, „Elisabeth‟ or „Queen‟, be-
cause of course the original document which the fragments were from, was Queen 
Elisabeth I‟s biography. Although these words are falling into the definition of a 
keyword, but since they are widely used among fragments, they lost their uniqueness 
and became much less valuable to the algorithm. 
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5.3.2 Input classification 
After receiving the fragments as inputs and before trying to find similarity among 
any two fragments, sequence merger could benefit from a classification phase. In this 
phase, sequence merger could classify the fragments based on occurrences of most 
common keywords. This leads to each class containing fragments which mention a 
set of keywords more than other classes‟ fragments categorizes them based on their 
overwhelming topic.  
After classifying the fragments, sequence merger could get executed on each class 
separately to result in a whole story for every class. At the end, algorithm could run 
one last time on these whole stories (considering them as larger fragments) to check 
the possibility of merging them into one unified whole story. 
5.3.3 More similarity criteria 
As we discussed the architecture of sequence merging algorithm in  4.1: Algorithm 
design, we noticed that in the similarity detection phase, the algorithm checks the 
fragments‟ similarity based on exact word match or their synonyms. We can improve 
this step by also measuring the edit distance of two keywords, in case they were 
meant to be referring to the same word, but syntax errors on one or both of the key-
words had made them look different. 
5.3.4 Automatic initialization of  and  
At this moment, 𝑊 and 𝑀 are received as parts of the input, but constructing a for-
mula to initialize them would be very helpful and will make Sequence Merger easy 
to use even for those group of users who do not have any knowledge about its im-
plementation. Generally |𝑊| should be big enough to cover length of one or one and 
a half sentence and as we discussed in  4.2.2: Analyzing the output, 2. |𝑀|  |𝑊|  
3. |𝑀|, but having two numbers to assign to 𝑊 and 𝑀 initially to begin the algorithm 
with would be greatly helpful. 
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5.3.5 Text summarizer 
Since real-life examples of fragments are mainly produced by human, sometimes 
they could be long and repetitive. Applying text summarization techniques on frag-
ments and right after reading those from inputs and before going any further could be 
highly beneficial. Another option could be leaving the fragments untouched and then 
apply the text summarizer on the whole story or story produced at the end of each 
iteration. 
5.3.6 Automatic test data provider 
To provide a reliable test data, as it was explained in  3.2.1: Providing test data, I per-
formed an experiment and asked the participants to generate the fragments from a 
text which was selected from a bigger document.  
Another method to provide the test data could be a software which finds news arti-
cles about a topic from the internet, but from different sources. Then these articles, 
which are in the same context, but are written by different authors and with different 
styles, could be split into fragments of different size. In other word, the software 
takes some keywords as inputs and results is as many fragments as needed, chosen 
from news stories. This software could accelerate the process of generating the test 
data and therefore, improves Sequence Merger‟s quality by increasing its testability. 
5.3.7 Chronological order 
By creating a supervised set of fragments which contain a time window for when 
their story occurred in, sequence merging algorithm could have one more criteria 
while creating the merging path. During the creation of the path which the similar 
fragments will be merged according to, the algorithm could also put the timestamp 
when their events occurred in, to make sure the fragments‟ order are also chronologi-
cally correct. 
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6 Conclusion 
Here in this thesis I introduced the problem of having several documents about a 
specific topic which may seem to be potentially complementary to each other, but no 
clear link could be found. After reviewing previous works in the areas of storytelling 
and text similarity detection, I proposed an algorithm that could merges these se-
quences of texts into a more informative story. 
Sequence Merger is a novel approach toward merging documents, which each give 
us information about a particular topic, into a single whole story. The sequence 
merging algorithm reads the documents, analyzes those using NLP libraries such as 
tokenizers, parsers, NER, sentence-splitters and WordNet dictionary to find the role 
of all their words, and also finds partial similarity between any two documents. Later 
on and based on those similarities, the algorithm tries to create a single whole story 
that covers most of the facts from all over the input fragments. Sequence merging 
algorithm does this process through different iterations, and in each iteration, it cre-
ates new stories and replaces the previous fragments with it. 
We found out about the algorithm complexity and also tested it with our test data. 
The results from the test showed how different values for 𝑊 and 𝑀 will affect output 
length and running time of the sequence merging algorithm. Based on those results 
we concluded an approximate proportion for 𝑊 and 𝑀, but sill the initialization of 
𝑊 and 𝑀 are done manually since more investigation toward their initial value based 
on average fragment‟s size are undone at this time. 
We also learned about potential improvements to the Sequence Merger, which can 
increase its accuracy and also make its further testing easier. Ignoring keywords that 
appear too often which finding similarities, classifying the input in order to find sub 
context-oriented similarities, automatically changing |𝑊| and |𝑀| to find the best 
possible answer and using text summarizing algorithms to shorten length of the 
fragments or whole story were some of them. 
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Sequence Merger for Digital Storytelling is a starting point, for a future framework 
targeting different cases in which we need to merge, unify or as we named it here, 
merge various fragments of information to build a more complete and fact-including 
document. This enables us to save more time and clarify vague parts of written doc-
uments. 
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Appendix 1: Test data 
Sixteen fragments which were resulted from the test data gathering experiment and 
were explained in  3.2.1 : Providing test data are available here.  
Fragment 1: 
Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife Anna 
Boleyn, she lost her mother as a 2-years old and after her father died, she was taken 
care of by his father's other wives but she didn't get along with her new husband. 
Elizabeth had half-siblings, Mary and Edward. Edward became the king, because he 
was male, but he died young. After this, Mary become the queen, she suspected that 
Elizabeth would try to take over the crown and make the country Protestant again. 
There was an attempt to take over the power but Elizabeth didn't know about it. Eliz-
abeth was sent to prison by Mary but was later let go. 
 
Fragment 2: 
Elisabeth I had suitors from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in 
marrying. She might have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how 
his wife got killed. 
Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never get married. She de-
voted to her country and its affairs. She gave her famous speech in 1601 where she 
said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do her best to "help" 
them and devote herself to the issues of governing. 
Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ireland but he came back and was rebellious in England 
and he got executed. There was some bad years (no good crops for example) during 
the last years of her regiment but she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a 
good queen. Elisabeth I died (held her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. 
 
Fragment 3: 
Since Elizabeth was a girl, she was illegitimate teelared with her sister by their father 
Henrik the 8th. She was later re-installed to the status of being legitimate. Her mum 
Ann Boleyn was decapitated on false charges. She was well educated & knew sever-
al languages. Several plots against her being able to rule were made, but the people 
lifted her on the throne by starting a coup (The previous Queen was her half-sister). 
One of the men plotting against her was executed for conspiring. She Re-installed 
Catholicism that her father had removed. She had Better relation with the pope. 
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Fragment 4: 
Queen Elizabeth had a half-sister called Mary and a half-brother called Edward. She 
lost her mom at 2. Protestants wanted to put her in throne instead of Mary so she was 
exiled but she was free afterward. 
 
Fragment 5: 
Elizabeth I succeeded her sister Mary. Mary had left the country in war with France. 
There was also problems between the Catholics and Protestants as Mary had tried to 
turn the country back to Catholicism. Elizabeth managed to end the war and tried to 
stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the pope excommunicated her. 
She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to get her crown 
(Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her reign she 
fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe because of exam-
ples of bad marriage choices by her father and sister. She did get many offers though, 
even from the Spanish king. 
 
Fragment 6: 
The text was about the proposals the Queen received from various countries, or their 
rules. But the Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still the queen remained 
unmarried for the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign were quite difficult, 
but her priority was anyways, what was good for the people. 
 
Fragment 7: 
Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what happened in her 
childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the text talked also 
about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-sister wanted to 
restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. 
 
Fragment 8: 
Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against Mary. She 
was very educated. 
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Fragment 9: 
Elizabeth I Virgin Queen, don't want to share power with spouse. Died 1603. 
 
Fragment 10: 
The text was an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I biography. Starting from her ascen-
sion to the throne after the death of her sister Mary (called Bloody Mary after she 
was executed 300 Protestants while reverting Britain back to Catholicism. She was 
even married the Spanish King to promote Catholic rule). 
After ascension Elizabeth's first act was to restore Protestantism & publish a com-
mon book of prayer. She also stopped the war with France. There were issues with 
the successions and she remained unmarried (having seen the complications of polit-
ical marriages). She had to look up her cousin Mary of Scotland (catholic married to 
the king of France) who tried to push forward claims to the throne and was supported 
by the Catholic population of England. Eventually (after 20 years) Elizabeth agreed 
to have Mary executed. 
 
Fragment 11: 
Elizabeth I. Virgin Queen. "Married" to her job. Affair with some Dudley. Died in 
1603. 
 
Fragment 12: 
Elizabeth was given the name "Virgin Queen". She was married to Robert Dudley. 
When she died the House of Tudors came to an end. After Elizabeth's reign James I 
became king. 
 
Fragment 13: 
Queen Elizabeth ruling after her sister and the issues she had to deal with after she 
took over, specifically, the war with France and issues regarding the religion. These 
were followed by other problems such as the war with Spain and France, again. 
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Fragment 14:  
Elizabeth I took over the kingdom which was previously ruled by her sister "Bloody" 
Mary. She managed to end the war with France. Imprisoned her cousin for 20 years 
before agreeing to execute her. The cousin was the queen of Scots, also the daughter 
of James V. Managed to avoid many murder attempts. Destroyed the Spanish fleet in 
1588. Catholic Church became the Church of England. 
 
Fragment 15:  
The queen has authority, she is powerful enough, very tough and strong with female 
empowerment. However, she cannot run the country perfectly, there are bunch of 
problems in this country. 
 
Fragment 16: 
Elizabeth I was known as the Virgin Queen because she had suitors & she never got 
married. She was "married to her job". Put her people's need before her own. 
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Appendix 2: Sequence Merger’s‎outputs 
The whole stories resulted by executing Sequence Merger for different inputs are 
available here. In the beginning of each output box, the inputs which the algorithm 
was executed plus the different values for W and M are provided. The reason for 
having more than one set of W and M for a single output is that in some cases, the 
same output could be resulted for different sets of W and M.  
 
For a better understanding about the origin of which part of the whole story, the re-
sult is colored. Each color shows what fragment that part of the whole story is from. 
We can see this color map in Table  7-1. 
 
 
 
Table ‎7-1 Fragments' color map 
Fragment  Color code Color sample 
1 R=102, G=0, B=0 ██████ 
2 R=76, G=153, B=0 ██████ 
3 R=0, G=255, B=255  
4 R=255, G=102, B=178 ██████ 
5 R=0, G=0, B=0 ██████ 
6 R=102, G=51, B=255 ██████ 
7 R=229, G=204, B=0 ██████ 
8 R=255, G=0, B=255 ██████ 
9 R=255, G=0, B=0 ██████ 
10 R=0, G=204, B=0 ██████ 
11 R=102, G=102, B=255 ██████ 
12 R=0, G=102, B=102 ██████ 
13 R=0, G=153, B=153 ██████ 
14 R=255, G=255, B=0 ██████ 
15 R=102, G=178, B=255 ██████ 
16 R=169, G=206, B=50 ██████ 
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Fragments: 1 to 10 
W and M: (10 and 7) (9 and 6) (8 and 5) (7 and 4) 
Whole story: Elisabeth I had suitors from Sweden, France and Austria but she was 
not interested in marrying. She might have an interest in a man called Dudley and it 
was unclear how his wife got killed. Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", 
because she never get married. Elizabeth I Virgin Queen, don't want to share power 
with spouse. Died 1603.She devoted to her country and its affairs. She gave her fa-
mous speech in 1601 where she said that people of England are important to her and 
she tries to do her best to "help" them and devote herself to the issues of governing. 
Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ireland but he came back and was rebellious in England 
and he got executed. There were some bad years (no good crops for example) during 
the last years of her regiment but she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a 
good queen. Elisabeth I died (had her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. 
Queen Elizabeth had a half-sister called Mary and a half-brother called Edward. She 
lost her mom at 2.Protestans wanted to put her in throne instead of Mary so she was 
exiled but she was free afterward. Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusa-
tions of treason against Mary. Elizabeth I succeeded her sister Mary. Mary had left 
the country in war with France. There was also problems between the Catholics and 
protestants as Mary had tried to turn the country back to Catholicism. Elizabeth man-
aged to end the war and tried to stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the 
pope excommunicated her. She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who 
tried to get her crown (Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late 
in her reign she fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe 
because of examples of bad marriage choices by her father and sister. She did get 
many offers though, even from the Spanish king. The text was about the proposals 
the Queen received from various countries, or their rules. But the Queen favored a 
member of the court instead. Still the queen remained unmarried for the rest of her 
life. The Queen's last years of reign were quite difficult, but her priority was any-
ways, what was good for the people. The text was an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I 
biography. She was very educated. 
 
 
Fragments: 1 to 10 
W and M: (10 and 6) (9 and 5) (8 and 4) (7 and 3) 
Whole story: Queen Elizabeth had a half-sister called Mary and a half-brother called 
Edward. 
 She lost her mom at 2. Protestants wanted to put her in throne instead of 
Mary so she was exiled but she was free afterward. Elizabeth I Virgin Queen, don't 
want to share power with spouse. Died 1603.Elizabeth I succeeded her sister Mary. 
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Mary had left the country in war with France. There was also problems between the 
Catholics and protestants as Mary had tried to turn the country back to cat holism. 
Elisabeth I had suitors from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in 
marrying. She might have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how 
his wife got killed. Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never 
get married. She devoted to her country and its affairs. She gave her famous speech 
in 1601 where she said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do 
her best to "help" them and devote herself to the issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a 
man to rebel Ireland but he came back and was rebellious in England and he got exe-
cuted. There was some bad years (no good crops for example) during the last years 
of her regiment but she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a good queen. 
Elisabeth I died (had her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630.Something about 
Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against Mary. Elizabeth managed to 
end the war and tried to stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the pope ex-
communicated her. She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to 
get her crown (Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her 
reign she fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe because 
of examples of bad marriage choices by her father and sister. She did get many offers 
though, even from the Spanish king. Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of King Hen-
ry VIII and his second wife Anna Boleyn, she lost her mother as a 2-years old and 
after her father died, she was taken care of by his father's other wives but she didn't 
get along with her new husband. Elizabeth had half-siblings, Mary and Edward. Ed-
ward became the king, because he was male, but he died young. After this, Mary 
become the queen, she suspected that Elizabeth would try to take over the crown and 
make the country Protestantism again. She was very educated. The text was an ex-
cerpt from Queen Elizabeth I biography. There was an attempt to take over the power 
but Elizabeth didn't know about it. Elizabeth was sent to prison by Mary but was 
later let go. Starting from her ascension to the throne after the death of her sister 
Mary (called Bloody Mary after she was executed 300 protestants while reverting 
Britain back to Catholicism. She was even married the Spanish King to promote 
Catholic rule). After ascension Elizabeth's first act was to restore Protestantism & 
publish a common book of prayer. She also stopped the war with France. There were 
issues with the successions and she remained unmarried (having seen the complica-
tions of political marriages). She had to look up her cousin Mary of Scotland (catho-
lic married to the king of France) who tried to push forward claims to the throne and 
was supported by the Catholic population of England. Eventually (after 20 years) 
Elizabeth agreed to have Mary executed. 
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Fragments: 1 to 10 
W and M: (10 and 5) (9 and 4) (8 and 3)  
Whole story: the text was about the proposals the Queen received from various 
countries, or their rules. But the Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still 
the queen remained unmarried for the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign 
were quite difficult, but her priority was anyways, what was good for the people. The 
text was an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I biography. Starting from her ascension to 
the throne after the death of her sister Mary (called Bloody Mary after she was exe-
cuted 300 Protestants while reverting Britain back to Catholicism. She was even mar-
ried the Spanish King to promote Catholic rule). After ascension Elizabeth's first act 
was to restore Protestantism & publish a common book of prayer. She also stopped 
the war with France. There were issues with the successions and she remained un-
married (having seen the complications of political marriages). She had to look up 
her cousin Mary of Scotland (catholic married to the king of France) who tried to 
push forward claims to the throne and was supported by the Catholic population of 
England. Eventually (after 20 years) Elizabeth agreed to have Mary executed. Queen 
Elizabeth was the daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife Anna Boleyn, 
she lost her mother as a 2-years old and after her father died, she was taken care of 
by his father's other wives but she didn't get along with her new husband. Elizabeth 
had half-siblings, Mary and Edward. Edward became the king, because he was male, 
but he died young. After this, Mary becomes the queen, she suspected that Elizabeth 
would try to take over the crown and make the country Protestantism again. There 
was an attempt to take over the power but Elizabeth didn't know about it. Elizabeth 
was sent to prison by Mary but was later let go. Something about Elizabeth I & her 
life. Accusations of treason against Mary. She was very educated. Elizabeth I suc-
ceeded her sister Mary. Mary had left the country in war with France. There was also 
problems between the Catholics and protestants as Mary had tried to turn the country 
back to Catholicism. Elizabeth managed to end the war and tried to stop religious 
war also. She was a protestant, the pope excommunicated her. She imprisoned her 
cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to get her crown (Mary S. Also was catho-
lic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her reign she fought Spain and won, weather 
helped. She never married, maybe because of examples of bad marriage choices by 
her father and sister. She did get many offers though, even from the Spanish king. 
Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what happened in her 
childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the text talked also 
about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-sister wanted to 
restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. Elisabeth I had suitors 
from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in marrying. She might 
have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how his wife got killed. 
Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never get married. She de-
voted to her country and its affairs. She gave her famous speech in 1601 where she 
said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do her best to "help" 
them and devote herself to the issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ire-
land but he came back and was rebellious in England and he got executed. There was 
some bad years (no good crops for example) during the last years of her regiment but 
she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a good queen. Elisabeth I died (hed 
her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. 
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Fragments: 1 to 10 
W and M: (10 and 4) (9 and 3) 
Whole story: The text was an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I biography. Elizabeth I 
Virgin Queen, don't want to share power with spouse. Died 1603.Queen Elizabeth 
was the daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife Anna Boleyn, she lost her 
mother as a 2-years old and after her father died, she was taken care of by his father's 
other wives but she didn't get along with her new husband. Elizabeth had half-
siblings, Mary and Edward. Edward became the king, because he was male, but he 
died young. After this, Mary became the queen, she suspected that Elizabeth would 
try to take over the crown and make the country Protestantism again. There was an 
attempt to take over the power but Elizabeth didn't know about it. Elizabeth was sent 
to prison by Mary but was later let go. Starting from her ascension to the throne after 
the death of her sister Mary (called Bloody Mary after she was executed 300 
Protestants while reverting Britain back to Catholicism. Queen Elizabeth had a half-
sister called Mary and a half-brother called Edward. She lost her mom at 2.Protestans 
wanted to put her in throne instead of Mary so she was exiled but she was free after-
ward. Elizabeth I succeeded her sister Mary. Mary had left the country in war with 
France. There was also problems between the Catholics and protestants as Mary had 
tried to turn the country back to Catholicism. Elizabeth managed to end the war and 
tried to stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the pope excommunicated her. 
She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to get her crown 
(Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her reign she 
fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe because of exam-
ples of bad marriage choices by her father and sister. She did get many offers though, 
even from the Spanish king. 
 
 
Fragments: 1 to 10 
W and M: (10 and 3) 
Whole story: Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Elizabeth I Virgin Queen, 
don't want to share power with spouse. Died 1603. Text was about Henry VII's 
daughter Elisabeth. It was about what happened in her childhood and what kind of 
life she had, for example studying, the text talked also about controversies surround-
ing Elisabeth, for example how her half-sister wanted to restore Catholic faith and 
Elisabeth wanted religious reform. the text was about the proposals the Queen re-
ceived from various countries, or their rules. But the Queen favored a member of the 
court instead. Still the queen remained unmarried for the rest of her life. The Queen's 
last years of reign were quite difficult, but her priority was anyways, what was good 
for the people. She was very educated. 
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Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (12 and 7) (10 and 5) (9 and 4) 
Whole story: Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what 
happened in her childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the 
text talked also about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-
sister wanted to restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. Elisa-
beth I had suitors from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in 
marrying. She might have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how 
his wife got killed. Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never 
gets married. She devoted to her country and its affairs. However, she cannot run the 
country perfectly, there are bunch of problems in this country. 
 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (12 and 6) 
Whole story: Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against 
Mary. 
 the text was about the proposals the Queen received from various countries, or 
their rules. But the Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still the queen re-
mained unmarried for the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign were quite 
difficult, but her priority was anyways, what was good for the people. She was very 
educated. Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what hap-
pened in her childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the text 
talked also about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-
sister wanted to restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. 
 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (12 and 5) 
Whole story: The text was about the proposals the Queen received from various 
countries, or their rules. But the Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still 
the queen remained unmarried for the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign 
were quite difficult, but her priority was anyways, what was good for the people. 
Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against Mary. She 
was very educated. 
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Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (12 and 4) 
Whole story: Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against 
Mary. She was very educated. 
 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (12 and 3) 
Whole story: Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what 
happened in her childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the 
text talked also about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-
sister wanted to restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. Elisa-
beth I had suitors from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in 
marrying. She might have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how 
his wife got killed. Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never 
get married. She devoted to her country and its affairs. She gave her famous speech 
in 1601 where she said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do 
her best to "help" them and devote herself to the issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a 
man to rebel Ireland but he came back and was rebellious in England and he got exe-
cuted. There were some bad years (no good crops for example) during the last years 
of her regiment but she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a good queen. 
Elisabeth I died (had her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. Queen Elizabeth 
had a half-sister called Mary and a half-brother called Edward. She was very educat-
ed. 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (10 and 4) 
Whole story: the text was about the proposals the Queen received from various 
countries, or their rules. But the Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still 
the queen remained unmarried for the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign 
were quite difficult, but her priority was anyways, what was good for the people. 
Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what happened in her 
childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the text talked also 
about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-sister wanted to 
restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. Elisabeth I had suitors 
from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in marrying. She might 
have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how his wife got killed. 
Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never get married. She de-
voted to her country and its affairs. She gave her famous speech in 1601 where she 
said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do her best to "help" 
them and devote herself to the issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ire-
land but he came back and was rebellious in England and he got executed. There was 
some bad years (no good crops for example) during the last years of her regiment but 
she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a good queen. Elisabeth I died (had 
her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. Elizabeth I. Virgin Queen. "married" 
to her job. affair with some Dudley. died in 1603. Elizabeth I Virgin Queen, don't 
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want to share power with spouse. Died 1603. Elizabeth was given the name "Virgin 
Queen". She was married to Robert Dudley. When she died the House of Tudors 
came to an end. After Elizabeth's reign James I became king. Elizabeth I was known 
as the Virgin Queen because she had suitors & she never got married She was "mar-
ried to her job". Put her people's need before her own. Queen Elizabeth was the 
daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife Anna Boleyn, she lost her mother 
as a 2-years old and after her father died, she was taken care of by his father's other 
wifes but she didn't get along with her new husband. Elizabeth had half-siblings, 
Mary and Edward. Edward became the king, because he was male, but he died 
young. After this, Mary become the queen, she suspected that Elizabeth would try to 
take over the crown and make the country Protestantism again. There was an attempt 
to take over the power but Elizabeth didn't know about it. Elizabeth was sent to pris-
on by Mary but was later let go. 
 Queen Elizabeth ruling after her sister and the issues she had to deal with 
after she took over, Specifically, the war with France and issues regarding the reli-
gion. Mary had left the country in war with France. There was also problems be-
tween the Catholics and protestants as Mary had tried to turn the country back to 
Catholicism. Elizabeth managed to end the war and tried to stop religious war also. 
She was a protestant, the pope excommunicated her. She imprisoned her cousin, 
Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to get her crown (Mary S. Also was catholic) 
Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her reign she fought Spain and won, weather 
helped. She never married, maybe because of examples of bad marriage chooses by 
her father and sister. She did get many offers though, even from the Spanish king. 
These were followed by other problems such as the war with Spain and France, 
again. The text was an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I biography. Starting from her 
ascension to the throne after the death of her sister Mary (called Bloody Mary after 
she was executed 300 Protestants while reverting Britain back to Catholicism. Queen 
Elizabeth had a half-sister called Mary and a half-brother called Edward. She lost her 
mom at 2. Protestants wanted to put her in throne instead of Mary so she was exiled 
but she was free afterward. 
 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (10 and 3) 
Whole story: Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what 
happened in her childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the 
text talked also about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-
sister wanted to restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. the text 
was about the proposals the Queen received from various countries, or their rules. 
But the Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still the queen remained un-
married for the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign were quite difficult, 
but her priority was anyways, what was good for the people. Something about Eliza-
beth I & her life. Accusations of treason against Mary. She was very educated. 
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Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (9 and 6) (8 and 5) 
Whole story: Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against 
Mary. She was very educated. Elizabeth I succeeded her sister Mary. Mary had left 
the country in war with France. There was also problems between the Catholics and 
protestants as Mary had tried to turn the country back to Catholicism. Elizabeth man-
aged to end the war and tried to stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the 
pope excommunicated her. She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who 
tried to get her crown (Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late 
in her reign she fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe 
because of examples of bad marriage chooses by her father and sister. She did get 
many offers though, even from the Spanish king. Elisabeth I had suitors from Swe-
den, France and Austria but she was not interested in marrying. She might have an 
interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how his wife got killed. Elisabeth 
got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never get married. She devoted to her 
country and its affairs. However, she cannot run the country perfectly, there are 
bunch of problems in this country. She gave her famous speech in 1601 where she 
said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do her best to "help" 
them and devote herself to the issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ire-
land but he came back and was rebellious in England and he got executed. There was 
some bad years (no good crops for example) during the last years of her regiment but 
she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a good queen. Elisabeth I died (had 
her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. Elizabeth I was known as the Virgin 
Queen because she had suitors & she never got married She was "married to her 
job". Put her people's need before her own. Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of 
King Henry VIII and his second wife Anna Boleyn, she lost her mother as a 2-years 
old and after her father died, she was taken care of by his father's other wives but she 
didn't get along with her new husband. Elizabeth had half-siblings, Mary and Ed-
ward. Edward became the king, because he was male, but he died young. After this, 
Mary becomes the queen, she suspected that Elizabeth would try to take over the 
crown and make the country Protestantism again. There was an attempt to take over 
the power but Elizabeth didn't know about it. Elizabeth was sent to prison by Mary 
but was later let go. Elizabeth was given the name "Virgin Queen". She was married 
to Robert Dudley. Died in 1603. 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (9 and 5) (8 and 4) 
Whole story: 
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Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (9 and 3) 
Whole story: Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against 
Mary. 
Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about 
what happened in her childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, 
the text talked also about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her 
half-sister wanted to restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. 
. the text was about 
the proposals the Queen received from various countries, or their rules. But the 
Queen favored a member of the court instead. Still the queen remained unmarried for 
the rest of her life. The Queen's last years of reign were quite difficult, but her priori-
ty was anyways, what was good for the people. The text was an excerpt from Queen 
Elizabeth I biography. She was very educated. 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (8 and 3) 
Whole story: Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of King Henry VIII and his second 
wife Anna Boleyn, she lost her mother as a 2-years old and after her father died, she 
was taken care of by his father's other wives but she didn't get along with her new 
husband. 
 Elizabeth had half-siblings, Mary and Edward. Edward became the king, 
because he was male, but he died young. After this, Mary become the queen, she 
suspected that Elizabeth would try to take over the crown and make the country Prot-
estantism again. There was an attempt to take over the power but Elizabeth didn't 
know about it. Elizabeth was sent to prison by Mary but was later let go. Something 
about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against Mary. She was very edu-
cated. Elizabeth I succeeded her sister Mary. Mary had left the country in war with 
France. There was also problems between the Catholics and protestants as Mary had 
tried to turn the country back to Catholicism. Elizabeth managed to end the war and 
tried to stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the pope excommunicated her. 
She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to get her crown 
(Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her reign she 
fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe because of exam-
ples of bad marriage choices by her father and sister. She did get many offers though, 
even from the Spanish king. Elisabeth I had suitors from Sweden, France and Austria 
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but she was not interested in marrying. She might have an interest in a man called 
Dudley and it was unclear how his wife got killed. Elisabeth got the name "The Vir-
gin Queen", because she never get married. She devoted to her country and its af-
fairs. She gave her famous speech in 1601 where she said that people of England are 
important to her and she tries to do her best to "help" them and devote herself to the 
issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ireland but he came back and was 
rebellious in England and he got executed. There was some bad years (no good crops 
for example) during the last years of her regiment but she is remembered very warm 
thoughts as being a good queen. Elisabeth I died (hed her final breath) on the 23rd of 
March in 1630. Elizabeth I. Virgin Queen. "married" to her job. affair with some 
Dudley. died in 1603. Elizabeth I Virgin Queen, don't want to share power with 
spouse. Died 1603. Elizabeth was given the name "Virgin Queen". She was married 
to Robert Dudley. When she died the House of Tudors came to an end. After Eliza-
beth's reign James I became king. Elizabeth I was known as the Virgin Queen be-
cause she had suitors & she never got married She was "married to her job". Put her 
people's need before her own. Queen Elizabeth had a half sister called mary and a 
half brother called Edward. She lost her mom at 2. Protestants wanted to put her in 
throne instead of Mary so she was exiled but she was free afterward. Queen Eliza-
beth ruling after her sister and the issues she had to deal with after she took over, 
Specifically, the war with France and issues regarding the religion. These were fol-
lowed by other problems such as the war with Spain and France, again. The text was 
an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I biography. Starting from her ascension to the 
throne after the death of her sister Mary (called Bloody Mary after she was executed 
300 protestants while reverting Britain back to Catholicism. 
She was even married the Spanish King to promote Catholic 
rule). After ascension Elizabeth's first act was to restore Protestantism & publish a 
common book of prayer. She also stopped the war with France. There were issues 
with the successions and she remained unmarried (having seen the complications of 
political marriages). She had to look up her cousin Mary of Scotland (catholic mar-
ried to the king of France) who tried to push forward claims to the throne and was 
supported by the Catholic population of England. Eventually (after 20 years) Eliza-
beth agreed to have Mary executed. 
 
Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (7 and 4) 
Whole story: Queen Elizabeth had a half-sister called Mary and a half-brother called 
Edward. She lost her mom at 2. Protestants wanted to put her in throne instead of 
Mary so she was exiled but she was free afterward. Elizabeth I succeeded her sister 
Mary. Something about Elizabeth I & her life. Accusations of treason against Mary. 
She was very educated. Mary had left the country in war with France. Queen Eliza-
beth ruling after her sister and the issues she had to deal with after she took over, 
Specifically, the war with France and issues regarding the religion. These were fol-
lowed by other problems such as the war with Spain and France, again. Elizabeth I 
Virgin Queen, don't want to share power with spouse. Died 1603. Elizabeth I was 
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known as the Virgin Queen because she had suitors & she never got married She was 
"married to her job". Put her people's need before her own. Elisabeth I had suitors 
from Sweden, France and Austria but she was not interested in marrying. She might 
have an interest in a man called Dudley and it was unclear how his wife got killed. 
Elisabeth got the name "The Virgin Queen", because she never get married. She de-
voted to her country and its affairs. She gave her famous speech in 1601 where she 
said that people of England are important to her and she tries to do her best to "help" 
them and devote herself to the issues of governing. Elisabeth sent a man to rebel Ire-
land but he came back and was rebellious in England and he got executed. There was 
some bad years (no good crops for example) during the last years of her regiment but 
she is remembered very warm thoughts as being a good queen. Elisabeth I died (had 
her final breath) on the 23rd of March in 1630. Elizabeth was given the name "Virgin 
Queen". She was married to Robert Dudley. When she died the House of Tudors 
came to an end. After Elizabeth's reign James I became king. Elizabeth managed to 
end the war and tried to stop religious war also. She was a protestant, the pope ex-
communicated her. She imprisoned her cousin, Mary Stuart of Scotland who tried to 
get her crown (Mary S. Also was catholic) Mary S. Later was executed. Late in her 
reign she fought Spain and won, weather helped. She never married, maybe because 
of examples of bad marriage choices by her father and sister. She did get many offers 
though, even from the Spanish king. The text was an excerpt from Queen Elizabeth I 
biography. Starting from her ascension to the throne after the death of her sister Mary 
(called Bloody Mary after she was executed 300 protestants while reverting Britain 
back to Catholicism. 
She was even 
married the Spanish King to promote Catholic rule). After ascension Elizabeth's first 
act was to restore Protestantism & publish a common book of prayer. She also 
stopped the war with France. There were issues with the successions and she re-
mained unmarried (having seen the complications of political marriages). She had to 
look up her cousin Mary of Scotland (catholic married to the king of France) who 
tried to push forward claims to the throne and was supported by the Catholic popula-
tion of England. Eventually (after 20 years) Elizabeth agreed to have Mary executed. 
Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife Anna 
Boleyn, she lost her mother as a 2-years old and after her father died, she was taken 
care of by his father's other wives but she didn't get along with her new husband. 
Elizabeth had half-siblings, Mary and Edward. Edward became the king, because he 
was male, but he died young. After this, Mary become the queen, she suspected that 
Elizabeth would try to take over the crown and make the country Protestantism 
again. There was an attempt to take over the power but Elizabeth didn't know about 
it. Elizabeth was sent to prison by Mary but was later let go. 
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Fragments: 1 to 16 
W and M: (7 and 3) 
Whole story: 
 Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife 
Anna Boleyn, she lost her mother as a 2-years old and after her father died, she was 
taken care of by his father's other wives but she didn't get along with her new hus-
band. Text was about Henry VII's daughter Elisabeth. It was about what happened in 
her childhood and what kind of life she had, for example studying, the text talked 
also about controversies surrounding Elisabeth, for example how her half-sister 
wanted to restore Catholic faith and Elisabeth wanted religious reform. 
 
